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Appendix A-2

1. Background

1.1. This report summarises the findings from the audit of Licensing.  This was a planned audit assignment for 2017/18; however, the cyberattack at 
the end of August 2017 corrupted all of the Licensing data held on LALPAC, the Local Authority Licensing Tool.  To allow time for the Licensing 
Team to recover and re-input the data it was decided to carry the audit over in to the 2018/19 audit plan.  Following this timing change, the Chief 
Executive, Public Protection Manager and Internal Audit revisited the original scope.

1.2. Copeland Borough Council (CBC), as a Licensing Authority, is responsible for managing:
 Licences;

 Permits; and

 Registrations for a wide variety of activities.  
The aim of the Council is to protect the public, whilst ensuring they have reasonable access to the services provided.  

1.3. The Licensing Act 2003 provides a clear focus on the promotion of four statutory objectives to address when licensing functions are undertaken.  
The licensing objectives are: 
 The prevention of crime and disorder;

 Public safety;

 The prevention of public nuisance; and

 The protection of children from harm.
Additional legislation include the:
 Town Police Clauses Act 1847;

 Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 (for Private Hire and Hackney Carriages); and

 Gambling Act 2005.

1.4. At the planning stage management identified the following areas for inclusion, with consideration given to the Councils responsibility for:
 Applications for hackney carriage and private hire vehicles and drivers;
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 The licensing of premises for alcohol, entertainment, late night refreshment, including Designated Premises Licenses; and

 Temporary Event Notices.

1.5. Section 4 of the 2003 Licensing Act provides that, in carrying out its functions, a licensing authority must ‘have regard to’ guidance issued by the 
Secretary of State under section 182.  This Guidance is therefore binding on all licensing authorities; however, it recognises that it is not possible 
to anticipate every possible scenario or set of circumstances.  Licensing authorities may depart from the Guidance if they have good reason to do 
so and can provide full reasons.  Any departure could give rise to an appeal or judicial review and the reasoning is a key consideration for the 
courts when considering the lawfulness and merits of any decision taken.

1.6. Section 5 of the 2003 Licensing Act requires a licensing authority to determine and publish a statement of its licensing policy at least once every 
five years, prior to carrying out any prescribed functions.

2. Audit Approach

2.1. Audit Objectives and Methodology

2.1.1. Compliance with the mandatory Public Sector Internal Audit Standards requires that internal audit activity to evaluate the exposures to risks 
relating to the organisation’s governance, operations and information systems.  A risk based audit approach has been applied which aligns to the 
five key audit control objectives which are outlined in section 4; detailed findings and recommendations are reported within section 5 of this 
report.

2.2. Audit Scope and Limitations

2.2.1. As stated above the revised scope was agreed to provide assurance over management’s arrangements for governance, risk management and 
internal control in the following areas:

 Accountability – the arrangements for and role of committees in the licensing process including decisions on applications;

 Procedures and guidance – arrangements to ensure they reflect current requirements; enable data to be collected and fees charged in line 
with legislation; communication and availability to staff and service users; and associated training requirements;
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 Register – maintenance of the register; approach for the prioritisation of information to enable restoration of the licensing system; record 
retention; 

 System – security arrangements and disaster recovery procedures.

2.2.2. The only limitation for the audit was that some older license applications were not available to view on LALPAC, a consequence of the 
cyberattack and extensive and ongoing recovery procedures.
 

3. Assurance Opinion

3.1. Internal Audit gives each review an assurance opinion with the intention of assisting Members and Officers in their assessment of the overall 
level of control and potential impact of any identified system weaknesses.  There are 4 levels of assurance opinion which may be applied.  
Appendix A provides an explanation and definition for each assurance level.

3.2. From the areas examined and tested as part of this audit review, we consider the current controls operating within Licensing provide Reasonable 
assurance.   

Note: as audit work is restricted by the areas identified in the Audit Scope and is primarily sample based, full coverage of the system and complete 
assurance cannot be given to an audit area.

4. Summary of Recommendations, Audit Findings and Report Distribution

4.1. Appendix B provides an explanation and definition for the three levels of audit recommendation applied to each audit. 

4.2. There are six audit recommendations are arising from this audit review and these can be summarised as follows:

No. of recommendations
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4.3. Strengths: The following areas of good practice were identified during the course of the audit:
 Daily evidence from the ICT department provides assurance to the Public Protection Manager that the IT systems are subject to back up 

procedures;

 Work is in progress to prioritise the information required and to input licensing data lost during the cyberattack;

 Current licensing forms and procedures are aligned to statutory requirements;

 Staff and Members are aware of their responsibilities with regard to monitoring and maintaining a high quality service;

 Checklists, that follow the legal obligations highlighted in LALPAC, are used to ensure a consistent approach is applied to each application; 

 Licensing data is included in the current Information Commissioner’s Office registration;

 Referral to Licensing Committees and Panel where appropriate; and

 The Council adopted national guidance on determining the suitability of applicants and licensees in the hackney and private hire trades.

4.4. Areas for development: Improvements in the following areas are necessary in order to strengthen existing control arrangements:

4.4.1. High priority issues:

Control Objective High Medium Advisory

1. Management - achievement of the organisation’s strategic objectives achieved (see section 5.1) - - 1

2. Regulatory - compliance with laws, regulations, policies, procedures and contracts (see section 5.2) - 1 -

3. Information - reliability and integrity of financial and operational information (see section 5.3) - 1 2

4. Security - safeguarding of assets (see section 5.4) - - 1

5. Value - effectiveness and efficiency of operations and programmes - - -

Total Number of Recommendations - 2 4
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 No High Priority issues noted.

4.4.2. Medium priority issues:
 As part of the website review, application forms and other documents are updated to allow individuals self-service referrals if they choose; 

and

 No reconciliations performed between income records held by the Licensing staff and the Council’s Financial Management System (FMS) 
TOTAL.

4.4.3. Advisory issues:
 Service plans should be agreed , available, uploaded and updated on the Performance Management Framework system (PMF) in accordance with the 

agreed timetables;

 Regular reviews of fees and charges to ensure they are aligned to any changes agreed in the annual budgeting agreements;

 Personal information not required to support Retention of documents – need to ensure personnel information not required to support an 
application should be returned or destroyed; and

 Review and amend LALPAC user accounts to ensure staff have appropriate access rights.

Comment from the Chief Executive
 This audit is particularly useful given both the devastating impact on this service of the cyberattack and our wider commitment to modernise 
the service.  The corporate issues around self-service on-line are programmed but complex.  Other recommendations, I feel can be addressed 
in the next quarter.  I am encouraged by the progress made and commitment to service development made by both the Team and the 
Leadership shown by Jackie O’Reilly and I am sure that the audit has been received as very useful guidance by the Team.
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5. Matters Arising / Agreed Action Plan

5.1. Management - achievement of the organisation’s strategic objectives.
● Advisory issue

Audit finding Management response

(a) Service Planning
The Performance Management Framework (PMF) requires annual Service Plans to be agreed and 
recorded on to the Performance Management System (Pentana).  Service Plans record 
Performance Indicators, Key Performance indicators, service objectives and key deliverables.  
Testing confirmed that there are no Key Performance Indicators in the current plan and therefore 
according to the PMF, there is no requirement for a quarterly monitoring report.

Testing confirmed that the Licensing and Land Charges Service Plan was:
 Available on Pentana;

 Signed off by the Chief Executive; and

 Includes appropriate objectives, performance indicators and targets.

However, due to recovery actions following the cyberattack the plan was not agreed and ready for 
input until October 2018, due to recovering information following the cyberattack.

Recommendation 1:
Complete and post the Licensing and Land Charges Service Plan for 2019/20 in line with the 
Council timetable to enable performance monitoring.

Agreed management action: 
2019 – 2020 service plan will meet corporate 
timescales.
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Risk exposure if not addressed:

 Inaccurate performance reported to Chief Executive and Corporate Leadership Team;

 Low level of reliance on reports.

Responsible manager for implementing: 
Public Protection Manager
Date to be implemented:
March/2019
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5.2. Regulatory - compliance with laws, regulations, policies, procedures and contracts.
● Medium priority

Audit finding Management response

(a) Policies and procedures are up to date and communicated
Service users should have access to current versions of guidance and forms.  Testing confirmed 
that current documents are available, but only from the Licensing Team, not from the Council’s 
website.  These include the following:

 Guidance notes;

 Payment slips;

 Terms and conditions;

 Checklists; and

 Guidance on determination of all Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Licenses.

Documents on the website date back to 2012 and included the following out-of-date information:
 Contact details;

 Latest fees; and

 Documentary evidence requirements.

Licensing Officers confirmed that users would be unable to use forms on the website to complete a 
self-service licensing application.  The current processes require applicants to request documents 
from the department. This adds time to the process, increases administration costs and removes 
the self-service option.

From a sample of applications, Internal Audit confirmed that all cases were on current forms, 
issued by Licensing Officers issued as a pack.

Agreed management action: 
1. Website – immediate actions to:
 Remove out of date information (fees, 

contact details, documentary evidence 
requirements

 Replace contact details – main number and 
multi recipient emails

 Update documentary evidence details
 Current fees and charges 

2. Website – actions to:
 Add applicant guidance notes to support 

unaided/self-serve applications for
Hackney Carriages (drivers and vehicles)
Private Hire (drivers, vehicles, operators)
Premise Licences (new, variations)
Personal Licences
Temporary Event Notices
Gaming Permits
Street Collection Permits 
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Recommendation 2:
Review and regularly update Licensing documents available on the Council’s website, allowing 
service users to make a full application unaided if preferred.

Risk exposure if not addressed:

 Additional administration costs where self-service is not an option;

 Services not subject to regular review to ensure they are efficient and effective and meet 
Council requirements.

Responsible manager for implementing: 
Public Protection Manager 
Date to be implemented:
Action 1 – March/2019
Action 2 – Sept 2019
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5.3. Information - reliability and integrity of financial and operational information.
● Medium priority

Audit finding Management response

(a) Reconciliation of Income to the Financial Management System, TOTAL
Cost centre and detail codes set up on the TOTAL up to the end of August 2018.  Testing confirmed 
that TOTAL received information from feeder systems, including income through the CIVICA Cash 
Receipting system.  However, at the time of testing, there was an issue related to the interfaces 
between feeder systems, including CIVICA and TOTAL.

The Licensing Team receive daily income reports from CIVICA, which receives information input to 
the Licensing system (LALPAC).  The department can access CIVICA now so check weekly to verify 
the income received.  However, since the cyberattack there has been no reconciliations between 
the Licensing records and TOTAL.  Therefore, it is not possible to confirm the accurate recording of 
income in TOTAL.

The Land Charges internal audit issued on 5th June 2018 included a similar finding and 
recommendation (AR-LES 085 due for implementation on 28th February 2019).

Recommendation 3:
The Council’s Financial Management System, TOTAL, should be regularly reconciled to Licensing 
records to ensure the regular accounting of all income.
(See also recommendation – AR-LES 085 – implementation date 28/02/2019).

Agreed management action: 
1. Review links and interfaces between finance 

and licensing systems
2. Subject to findings of 1. (above) return the 

reconciliations between licencing and finance 
systems 

3. If direct reconciliations are not possible agree 
with internal audit the formalisation of an 
alternative method of income review (Licensing 
system generated reports reviewed during 
monthly budget reviews)

Risk exposure if not addressed: Responsible manager for implementing: 
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 Data entered into FMS is inaccurate or incomplete;

 Ineffective budget monitoring.

Public Protection Manager 
Date to be implemented:
1. Sept 2019
2. Nov 2019
3. Dec 2019

● Advisory issue

Audit finding Management response

(b) Fees and Charges
Full Council agrees the Council’s annual budget, including proposed licensing fees and charges.  
This was done in February 2018 for the 2018/19 proposals.

There was a similar issue reported in the Land Charges report (AR-LES_084 – implemented June 
2018), issued on the 5th June 2018 in that changes were agreed, but not communicated to the 
Licensing Team.  Testing confirmed that charging changes were only applicable for the following:

 Hackney Carriage Stripes;

 DBS Charges; and

 Driving License Replacement Badges.

They are only minimal amounts but discussions during testing confirmed that there has been no 
changes to the fees since the budget agreement for 2016/17.   The LALPAC report examined 
confirmed incorrect amounts charged.  However, from the sample of applications examined there 
was no evidence to indicate any further incorrect fees were charged.

Fees and Charges reviewed annually with changes 
communicated.
Changes to fees that are not statutorily set have 
been reviewed and changes communicated.  

Agreed management action: 
Areas identified in the audit (some web site pages 
and one area in the licensing database added to 
the list of areas for fees and charges review.
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Recommendation 4:
Management should communicate the correct Licensing fees and charges to staff to enable 
implementation of any changes.

Risk exposure if not addressed:

 Staff are unaware of the correct fees and charges to implement;

 Customers are provided with incorrect information;

 Lower fees are received than anticipated;

 Inaccurate budget information.

Responsible manager for implementing: 
Public Protection Manager 
Date to be implemented:
April 2019

● Advisory issue

Audit finding Management response

(c) Retention of documents
Testing confirmed that the application form and LALPAC accurately reflect legislative 
requirements.  Testing confirmed that the current system does not allow document scanning, 
meaning the Licensing Team retain hard copies of all supporting documents.  Interviews confirmed 
that a solution enabling electronic retention of appropriate documentation is under consideration.

There is evidence that the Licensing Team are reviewing files, during the data recovery processes.  
The review will ensure compliance with data retention and General Data Protection Regulations.

However, in the sample of taxi license applications examined, we found copies of documents that 
the team should have either destroyed or returned.  These included the following:

 Full details of bank records; and

Agreed management action: 
Review of records is an ongoing process – current 
records will be GDPR compliant.
Process in place to review historical records and 
GDPR complaint actions taken
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 Debit and Credit card details.

Recommendation 5:
To ensure compliance with data protection requirements, identify documents that need retaining 
and either destroy or return the remainder to the applicant.

Risk exposure if not addressed:

 Sufficient information is not available to support the licensing application;

 Documents retained in contravention of data protection requirements.

Responsible manager for implementing: 
Public Protection Manager 
Date to be implemented:
Ongoing
Review of all current files and records to be 
completed by Nov 2019
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5.4. Security - safeguarding of assets. 
● Advisory issue

Audit finding Management response

(a) Access to Licensing IT Systems
Testing confirmed that LALPAC is hosted on an internal server, with access managed through the 
Council network.  Anyone requiring access to Licensing data requires authorisation to both the 
Council network and LALPAC.

Internal Audit confirmed the following are applied to user accounts:
 Access requires individual passwords;

 The system forces passwords to be reset after 90 days;

 There are three access levels:

 System Administrator;

 Administrator; and 

 Read only.

During initial testing, three staff had System Administrator access.  The enhanced privileges this 
provides is not required on a regular basis, but is required for making high-level changes to 
LALPAC, such as legislation revisions.  Administrator access is sufficient to allow normal processing 
of licensing applications.

Original discussions with the Public Protection Manager confirmed that there should only be one 
System Administrator, who agreed that the changes would be made.  On further review, to provide 
business resilience, the agreement was that up to two System Administrators are required.
.

Agreed management action:

Aware that discussions, agreement and action has 
been taken.

For the 4 users of the licencing system the 
following access levels are in place:
 Two system administrators 
 One administrator 
 One general user
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Recommendation 6 :
Review user requirements and make any amendments to ensure staff have the appropriate access 
level to LALPAC, taking account of any business continuity requirements.

Risk exposure if not addressed:

 Inappropriate access to IT systems;

 Unauthorised changes to systems administration.

Responsible manager for implementing: 
Public Protection Manager 
Date to be implemented:
March 2019
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Audit Assurance Opinions

There are four levels of assurance used; these are defined as follows:

Definition: Rating Reason

Substantial There is a sound system of internal control designed to achieve the 
system objectives and this minimises risk.

The controls tested are being consistently applied and no weaknesses 
were identified.

Recommendations, if any, are of an advisory nature in context of the 
systems and operating controls & management of risks.

Reasonable There is a reasonable system of internal control in place which should 
ensure that system objectives are generally achieved, but some issues 
have been raised which may result in a degree of risk exposure 
beyond that which is considered acceptable.

Generally good systems of internal control are found to be in place but 
there are some areas where controls are not effectively applied and/or 
not sufficiently developed. 

Recommendations are no greater than medium priority.

Partial The system of internal control designed to achieve the system 
objectives is not sufficient. Some areas are satisfactory but there are 
an unacceptable number of weaknesses which have been identified 
and the level of non-compliance and / or weaknesses in the system of 
internal control puts the system objectives at risk.

There is an unsatisfactory level of internal control in place as controls 
are not being operated effectively and consistently; this is likely to be 
evidenced by a significant level of error being identified. 

Recommendations may include high and medium priority matters for 
address.

Limited / None Fundamental weaknesses have been identified in the system of 
internal control resulting in the control environment being 
unacceptably weak and this exposes the system objectives to an 
unacceptable level of risk.

Significant non-compliance with basic controls which leaves the system 
open to error and/or abuse.

Control is generally weak/does not exist. Recommendations will include 
high priority matters for address. Some medium priority matters may 
also be present.
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Grading of Audit Recommendations

Audit recommendations are graded in terms of their priority and risk exposure if the issue identified was to remain unaddressed. There are three levels of audit 
recommendations used; high, medium and advisory, the definitions of which are explained below.

Definition:

High ● Significant risk exposure identified arising from a fundamental weakness in the system of internal control

Medium ● Some risk exposure identified from a weakness in the system of internal control 

Advisory ● Minor risk exposure / suggested improvement to enhance the system of control

Recommendation Follow Up Arrangements:

 High priority recommendations will be formally followed up by Internal Audit and reported within the defined follow up timescales. This follow up 
work may include additional audit verification and testing to ensure the agreed actions have been effectively implemented.

 Medium priority recommendations will be followed with the responsible officer within the defined timescales.

 Advisory issues are for management consideration.


